ST. REGIS UNIVERSITY OFFICIALLY CHARTERED JULY 10, 1934
The National Commission for Higher Education in the
Republic of Liberia has forwarded the name of ST. REGIS University to

CLICK HERE to find out if you qualify for a Degree based on what you already know!

Through our unique Accelerated Degree
Programs you can quickly earn your Bachelor,
Master, or Doctorate Degree or Vocational
Certificate by:

Degrees By Assessment: TM Portfolio assessment of
knowledge acquired outside the traditional classroom
through experience and prior learning.

Degrees By Research: TM Independent study,
projects, and reading assignments.

Degrees By Exam: TM Testing out, passing online
exams

Degrees By Distance Courses. Online coursework-
Based degrees for busy individuals who want a high
quality education without interrupting their present
careers or family responsibilities

Or combination of the above!

ST. REGIS University provides a viable alternative for
working adults who cannot afford to interrupt their
careers, take time away from family responsibilities,
or pay unrealistically high tuitions demanded by
traditional universities.

Don’t wait another day! Now, you can advance in your career, enhance your financial
income and gain the recognition that you deserve!

Start today with a Free Online Assessment of your prior education, training, and experience.

In today’s fast paced world education is not a luxury - it is a necessity.

ST. REGIS University is dedicated to helping all deserving individuals to earn a college degree
regardless of age, race, gender, or financial status.

Complete your degree from anywhere in the world!

I greatly appreciate the help that each individual has given me
in the process of evaluating my academic achievement and
recognition of my occupational experiences. I truly count this a
Blessing far beyond measure. Thank all of you for your skilled
expertise, prompt assistance, and quality services. Thank
you.
St. Regis University Officially Chartered July 10, 1964

CLICK HERE to find out if you qualify for a Degree based on what you already know!

Through our unique Accelerated Degree Programs you can quickly earn your Bachelor, Master or Doctorate Degree or Vocational Certificate by:

- Degrees By Assessment™ Portfolio assessment of knowledge acquired outside the traditional classroom through experience and prior learning.
- Degrees By Research™ Independent study, projects, and reading assignments.
- Degrees By Exam™ Testing out®, passing online exams
- Degrees By Distance Courses Online coursework-based degrees for busy individuals who want a high quality education without interrupting their present careers or family responsibilities.

Or combination of the above!

St. Regis University provides a viable alternative for working adults who cannot afford to interrupt their careers, take time away from family responsibilities, or pay unrealistically high tuition demanded by traditional universities.

Don't wait another day! Now, you can advance in your career, enhance your financial income and gain the recognition that you deserve!
Start today with a Free Online Assessment of your prior education, training, and experience.
In today's fast paced world education is not a luxury - it is a necessity.

St. Regis University is dedicated to helping all deserving individuals to earn a college degree regardless of age, race, gender, or financial status.

Complete your degree from anywhere in the world!

I greatly appreciate the help that each individual has given me in the process of evaluating my academic achievement and recognition of my occupational experiences. I truly count this a blessing far beyond measure. Thank all of you for your skilled expertise, prompt assistance, and quality services Thank You™ H. P.
Now... you can get the Degree you deserve!

Through our unique Accelerated Degree Programs you can quickly earn your Bachelor, Master or Doctorate Degree or Vocational Certificate by:

- Degrees By Assessment™ Portfolio assessment of knowledge acquired outside the traditional classroom through experience and prior learning.
- Degrees By Research™ Independent study, projects, and reading assignments.
- Degrees By Exam™ Testing out, passing online exams.
- Degrees By Distance Courses Online coursework-based degrees for busy individuals who want a high quality education without interrupting their present careers or family responsibilities.

Or combination of the above!

St. Regis University provides a viable alternative for working adults who cannot afford to interrupt their careers, take time away from family responsibilities, or pay unrealistically high tuition demanded by traditional universities.

Don't wait another day! Now, you can advance in your career, enhance your financial income and gain the recognition that you deserve! Start today with a Free Online Assessment of your prior education, training, and experience.

In today's fast paced world education is a not a luxury - It is a necessity.

St. Regis University is dedicated to helping all deserving individuals to earn a college degree regardless of age, race, gender, or financial status.

Complete your degree from anywhere in the world!

"I greatly appreciate the help that each individual has given me in the process of evaluating my academic achievement and recognition of my occupational experiences. I truly, count this a Blessing far beyond measure. Thank all of you for your skilled expertise, prompt assistance, and quality services. Thank You!" H. P.

Accelerated and fully accredited online qualifications.
ST. REGIS UNIVERSITY OFFICIALLY CHARTERED JULY 10, 1934

Now... you can get the Degree you deserve!

Through our unique Accelerated Degree Programs, you can quickly earn your Bachelor, Master, or Doctorate Degree or a Vocational Certificate by:

- Degrees By Assessment: Portfolios assessment of knowledge acquired outside the traditional classroom through experience and prior learning.
- Degrees By Research: Independent study, projects, and reading assignments.
- Degrees By Exam: Testing out, passing online exams.
- Degrees By Distance Courses: Online coursework-based degrees for busy individuals who want a high quality education without interrupting their present careers or family responsibilities.

Or combination of the above!

St. Regis University provides a viable alternative for working adults who cannot afford to interrupt their careers, take time away from family responsibilities, or pay exorbitantly high tuitions demanded by traditional universities.

Don't wait another day! Now, you can advance in your career, enhance your financial income and gain the recognition that you deserve!

Start today with a Free Online Assessment of your prior education, training, and experience.

In today's fast-paced world education is not a luxury - it is a necessity.

St. Regis University is dedicated to helping all deserving individuals to earn a college degree regardless of age, race, gender, or financial status.

Complete your degree from anywhere in the world!

"I greatly appreciate the help that each individual has given me in the process of evaluating my academic achievement and recognition of my occupational experiences. I truly count this a blessing far beyond measure. Thank all of you for your skilled expertise, prompt assistance, and quality services. Thank You!" H.P.
St. Regis University Officially Chartered July 10, 1994

CLICK HERE to find out if you qualify for a Degree based on what you already know!

Through our unique Accelerated Degree Programs you can quickly earn your Bachelor, Master or Doctorate Degree or Vocational Certificate by:

- Degrees By Assessment™ Portfolio assessment of knowledge acquired outside the traditional classroom through experience and prior learning.
- Degrees By Research™ Independent study, projects, and reading assignments.
- Degrees By Exam™ Testing out, passing online exams
- Degrees By Distance Courses Online coursework-based degrees for busy individuals who want a high quality education without interrupting their present careers or family responsibilities.

Or combination of the above!

St. Regis University provides a viable alternative for working adults who cannot afford to interrupt their careers, take time away from family responsibilities, or pay unrealistically high tuitions demanded by traditional universities.

Don't wait another day! Now, you can advance in your career, enhance your financial income and gain the recognition that you deserve!

Start today with a Free Online Assessment of your prior education, training, and experience.

In today's fast-paced world education is not a luxury - it is a necessity.

St. Regis University is dedicated to helping all deserving individuals to earn a college degree regardless of age, race, gender, or financial status.

Complete your degree from anywhere in the world!

"I greatly appreciate the help that each individual has given me in the process of evaluating my academic achievement and recognition of my occupational experiences. I truly count this a Blessing far beyond measure. Thank all of you for your skilled expertise, prompt assistance, and quality service. Thank You!" H. P.